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__________________________________________________________________________________25 
ABSTRACT 26 
 27 
Milk proteomics covers the identification, characterisation and quantification of milk proteins. Its 28 
applications vary from the basic composition of milk proteins to their post-translational modifications 29 
(PTMs), occurring naturally or via processing and storage. Through the combination of liquid 30 
chromatography or two-dimensional gel electrophoresis with advanced mass spectrometry, milk 31 
proteomics has revealed PTMs that affect milk protein structural and functional properties. This review 32 
discusses detection by proteomics-based methods with special emphasis on natural and process induced 33 
PTMs in the major bovine milk proteins. The review covers the importance of milk proteomics in 34 
determining PTMs, especially those formed by heat treatment and during storage, and highlights some 35 
breakthroughs in PTM studies. Furthermore, aspects and applications of quantitative proteomics on 36 
milk proteins and bioinformatics are covered. 37 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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1. Introduction 60 
 61 
Proteomic work was first published by Wasinger et al. (1995) and soon after Wilkins et al. 62 
(1996) defined the concept of proteome analysis. Proteomics or proteome analysis is briefly defined as 63 
separation, identification and quantification of the entire protein complement expressed by a genome, 64 
or by a cell or by a tissue (Wasinger et al., 1995; Wilkins et al., 1996). Milk proteomics involves the 65 
analysis of milk protein expression, structure and modifications including genetic variants, changes 66 
(naturally occurring and via processing and storage) in levels of phosphorylation, glycosylation and 67 
other post-translational modifications (PTMs), and the determination of PTM sites on milk proteins 68 
(Manso, Léonil, Jan, & Gagnaire, 2005). 69 
Bovine milk has been consumed for thousands of years due to its availability and abundant 70 
nutrients, and bovine milk remnants have been documented in ceramics of 7,500 years of age 71 
(Leonardi, Gerbault, Thomas, & Burger, 2012). The constituents of milk have evolved and changed 72 
over time as a result of management, feeding, and importantly breeding, which is especially a 73 
determinant of the protein profile in milk. It is well known that milk composition varies in different 74 
cow breeds; however, it always comprises protein (including both casein and whey proteins), fat, 75 
carbohydrate (mostly lactose) as well as important minerals and vitamins (Smithers & Copeland, 76 
1998). Milk from other species have been included in other reviews (Cunsolo, Muccilli, Saletti & Foti, 77 
2011; El-Salam, 2014) and will not be included here. Overall, bovine milk proteins and related peptides 78 
can be classified into four different groups: caseins (αS1-, αS2-, β- and κ-caseins), serum proteins [α-79 
lactalbumin (α-La), β-lactoglobulin (β-Lg), bovine serum albumin (BSA), immunoglobulins (Igs) and a 80 
range of other minor whey proteins], proteose peptones (low molecular weight peptides derived from 81 
caseins and well as proteose peptone component 3, called PP3) and membrane [mostly milk fat globule 82 
membrane (MFGM)] proteins (Table 1).  83 
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Among the serum and the MFGM proteins especially, there is a range of enzymes; components 84 
of several enzyme systems are also associated with casein (CN) micelles. The somatic cell fraction can 85 
be regarded as a natural part of the milk profile, and is well-known to contain a range of enzymes and 86 
other protein secretions that can affect the milk proteome. The enzymes originating from the somatic 87 
cells can either result from dead cells decomposing and thereby release their contents into the milk 88 
lumen or comprise proteins, and especially enzymes and proenzymes secreted by live somatic cells 89 
(Larsen et al., 2006). 90 
The proteome of somatic cells (Lippolis & Reinhardt, 2005) will not be directly included here, 91 
but merely their effect, when relevant for understanding the milk proteome profile obtained. Similarly 92 
the milk exosome proteome (Reinhardt, Lippolis, Nonnecke, & Sacco, 2012) will not be included.  93 
The entire milk proteome is complicated due to the different genetic variants, post-translational 94 
modifications (PTMs), proteolysis and process-induced changes, when looking at proteins in milk and 95 
dairy products. Fifty-three genetic variants have been identified in six types of bovine milk proteins. A 96 
review of milk protein variants (Caroli, Chessa, & Erhardt, 2009), modified from Farrell et al. (2004), 97 
indicated nine αS1-CN (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I), four αS2-CN (A, B, C, D), twelve β-CN (A1, A2, A3, 98 
B, C, D, E, F, G, H1, H2, I), fourteen κ-CNs (A, A1, B, B2, C, D, E, F1, F2, G1, G2, H, I, J), three α-La 99 
(A, B, C) and eleven β-Lg (A, B, C, D, E, F,G, H, I, J, W) variants in the Bos genus (Caroli et al., 2009). 100 
Even though there is a huge number of publications on polymorphism of the major milk proteins, a 101 
clear division must be established between genetic polymorphism, which is due to gene mutations, and 102 
polymorphism due to PTMs (Ng-Kwai-Hang & Grosclaude, 1992). PTMs significantly increase the 103 
complexity of the milk proteome. Many proteins experience a multitude of co- and post-translational 104 
modifications, including phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, disulphide cross-linking, 105 
conjugation with lipids and proteolytic cleavages, resulting in a variety of changes in milk protein 106 
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structure and functionality (Appella, Arnott, Sakaguchi, & Wirth, 2000; Gagnaire, Jardin, Jan, & 107 
Lortal, 2009).  108 
Since proteomics was first applied to milk in the 1990s, it has made significant advances apart 109 
from identification of the six main proteins and their genetic variants. It has been able to detect, 110 
identify, and quantify new proteins such as minor proteins and protein components of membranes (e.g., 111 
the MFGM). Numerous reviews have been published on general applications of milk proteomics as 112 
well as milk protein changes during lactation and during milk processing and storage (Cunsolo et al., 113 
2011; El-Salam, 2014; O’Donnell, Holland, Deeth, & Alewood, 2004). This review paper will focus on 114 
proteomics of bovine milk and highlight breakthroughs in PTM studies in relation to milk processing 115 
and storage, as well as address aspects of method applications and current knowledge gaps in milk 116 
proteomics. We have selected examples of novel insights, in some cases these involve mainly the 117 
casein fraction, in other cases whey proteins or proteins from MFGM; the different sections are not 118 
exhaustive regarding all milk proteins and their fractions. 119 
 120 
2. Milk proteomics 121 
 122 
2.1.  Separation strategies 123 
 124 
2.1.1. Gel-based 125 
By separating proteins by both their molecular weight (Mw) and their isoelectric point (pI), 126 
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) overcame the problem of resolving proteins of similar Mw 127 
or pI, which is not possible in one-dimensional sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS)/polyacrylamide gel 128 
electrophoresis (PAGE) or isoelectric focussing (IEF), respectively (O'Donnell et al., 2004). The 129 
introduction of immobilised pH gradient (IPG) strips (Görg, Obermaier, Boguth, & Weiss 1999) 130 
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increased the use of 2-DE as a large amount of sample is able to be absorbed on IPG strips, a 131 
prerequisite for efficient identification of low-abundance proteins by mass spectrometry (Garbis, 132 
Lubec, & Fountoulakis, 2005). The use of wide pH gradients up to pH 12 allows longer separation 133 
distances and simplification electrophoresis procedures (Görg et al., 1999). The combined technique of 134 
IEF at pH 3–10 and SDS-PAGE has allowed the separation of genetic variants of casein and whey 135 
proteins as well as isoforms of caseins caused by post-translational modifications such as 136 
phosphorylation and glycosylation. Holland, Deeth, and Alewood (2004) characterised multiple 137 
isoforms of κ-CN after separation on 2-DE gels. The group also improved the resolution of κ-CN 138 
isoforms on 2-DE by a reversible cysteine tagging enrichment strategy (Holland, Deeth, & Alewood, 139 
2006). Due to the absence of cysteine in αS1-CN and β-CN, the method was able to remove the vast 140 
amount of these proteins allowing the characterisation of 17 κ-CN isoforms. Normally, the 2-DE 141 
analysis is carried out using reducing agents in both dimensions, but it is possible to combine reduced 142 
and non-reduced conditions in the two dimensions. This was applied for visualisation of disulphide-143 
linked complexes present in sweet whey and rennet casein fractions made from low-pasteurised milk 144 
(Larsen, Wedholm-Pallas, Lindmark-Månsson, & Andrén, 2010b) and for changes in milk introduced 145 
as a result of heat treatment at 90 °C for up to 3 min (Chevalier, Hirtz, Sommerer, & Kelly, 2009). 146 
Broadly, genetic variations, phosphorylation, glycosylation, deamidation, proteolytic cleavage and 147 
other modifications produce changes in molecular mass and/or net charge of proteins; thus, 2-DE is a 148 
good technique for separating protein isoforms formed by these changes (Manso et al., 2005).  149 
 150 
2.1.2. Gel-free 151 
In addition to 2-DE, liquid chromatography (LC) and capillary electrophoresis (CE) are useful 152 
techniques for separating proteins from complex mixtures. Compared with 2-DE, LC can be more 153 
sensitive, has better dynamic range, is robust and easily automated for peptide separation (O'Donnell et 154 
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al., 2004). LC in combination with mass spectrometry (MS) can overcome challenges in the 155 
identification of hydrophobic, low-molecular-mass and basic proteins that are undetectable on 2-DE 156 
gels (Garbis et al., 2005). Numerous separation modes such as size exclusion, reversed-phase (RP) and 157 
ion exchange can be used in liquid chromatography (LC) to identify proteins of any Mr, or with strong 158 
acidic or basic properties (O'Donnell et al., 2004). Typically, proteins in LC are digested with proteases 159 
(e.g., trypsin), which produce a mixture of peptides. Subsequently, the peptide mixture is analysed by 160 
LC-MS using a C18 reversed phase, capillary column and an electrospray ionisation (ESI) source, 161 
known as one-dimensional (1-D) LC-MS. Lactosylation sites of β-lactoglobulin were firstly 162 
characterised by this technique (Léonil et al., 1997). By combining different separation modes such as 163 
two-dimensional (2-D) (strong cation exchange/reversed phase) or three-dimensional (strong cation 164 
exchange/avidin/reversed phase) chromatography, these methods are theoretically able to detect low-165 
abundance-proteins, increase peak capacity and overcome the low resolution of 1-D LC methods 166 
(Aebersold & Mann, 2003). The application of 2-D LC using a strong cation exchanger to separate 167 
peptides in the first dimension and reversed phase in the second dimension has resolved highly 168 
complex samples (Link et al., 1999). This technique has been used to fractionate bovine milk proteins 169 
in combination with ESI-MS/MS and matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI)-MS/MS 170 
(Mollé et al., 2009). 171 
 172 
2.2. Mass spectrometry 173 
 174 
Mass spectrometry is primarily involved in milk proteomics. A typical MS-based proteomic 175 
procedure for milk analysis is outlined in Fig. 1. Determination of the molecular mass of proteins or 176 
peptides is based on the mass to charge ratio (m/z) of ions in the gas phase. Mass spectrometers consist 177 
of three main components: an ion source that causes ion formation and transfer of ions into a gas phase, 178 
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a mass analyser for measuring the m/z of these ions, and a detector to record the number of ions at each 179 
m/z value. Two commonly used types of mass spectrometers regarding ion source in proteomic 180 
research are ESI and MALDI, which differ in the ways in which the proteins or peptides are ionised; 181 
each of them has certain advantages (Wisniewski, 2008). While MALDI is able to deal with complex 182 
mixtures and tolerate salts, ESI can be easily interfaced with separation strategies such as LC and CE. 183 
The singly charged ions produced in MALDI make it less complicated in terms of data interpretation 184 
compared with ESI in which multiple-charge states are generated for larger peptides. Typically, 185 
MALDI is coupled with mass analysis using a time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyser, whereas ESI 186 
ionisation is used as the ionisation source associated with TOF, quadrupole, ion trap or hybrid mass 187 
analysers (Trauger, Webb, & Siuzdak, 2002).  188 
The development of hybrid mass analysers such as quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-TOF), tandem 189 
time-of-flight (TOF-TOF), triple quadrupole (QQQ) and quadruple ion trap (Q-IT) based on four basic 190 
analysers namely the ion trap, TOF, quadrupole and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance 191 
(FTICR) has solved difficulties in protein and proteome analysis. The single-stage mass spectrometer 192 
only measures the molecular mass of polypeptides, while multi-stage MS (e.g., TOF-TOF), where 193 
certain selected ions are fragmented after the initial mass determination, gives more detail of sequence 194 
information. Consequently, mass spectrometers are capable of determining molecular mass, amino acid 195 
sequences, the site of attached groups and post-translational modification types (Domon & Aebersold, 196 
2006a,b). These useful applications have made breakthroughs in milk protein analysis (Manso et al., 197 
2005). High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) coupled with ESI-MS or -MS/MS has 198 
detected the diversity of individual caseins (Moreno, Recio, Olano & López-Fandiño, 2000). Holland 199 
et al. (2004, 2006) characterised glycosylation and phosphorylation sites in bovine κ-caseins using 2-200 
DE coupled with MALDI-TOF-MS and nano ESI-MS/MS. Most lactosylation sites on milk proteins in 201 
processed milk products have been characterised using MALDI-TOF-MS and nLC-ESI-LIT-MS/MS 202 
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(Arena et al., 2010). Recently, Guerrero, Lerno, Barile, and Lebrilla (2015b) have simultanously 203 
detected different forms (genetic variants, phosphorylation and O-glycosylation) of κ-CN 204 
glycomacropeptides (GMP) by using ESI-FTICR-MS. The group was able to show various glycoforms, 205 
particularly glycosylated bi-phosphorylated forms, of GMP that were not reported before.  206 
 207 
2.3. Quantification approaches 208 
 209 
Traditionally, quantification of protein on 2-D gels has been performed using software for spot 210 
detection and spot volume measurement. The gel, after staining using Coomassie Blue or silver nitrate, 211 
is scanned and the spots are detected by commercial programs such as NIH Image, Image Master and 212 
Delta2D (Goldfarb, 1999; Marengo, Robotti, Antonucci, Cecconi, Campostrini, & Righetti, 2005). For 213 
example, Le, Deeth, Bhandari, Alewood, and Holland (2012) successfully used Image Master 2D 214 
Platinum (Version 5, Amersham Biosciences) to quantify lactosylation levels of whey proteins in 215 
stored milk powder. Two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis (2-D DIGE), with fluorescent 216 
labelling has also been applied in quantifying biomarkers in cancer therapy; its application in dairy 217 
products has not been reported (Gagnaire et al., 2009). Briefly, relative quantification obtained by 218 
image analysis of 2-DE gels has been widely used; however, it faces difficulties in automation, poor 219 
dynamic range and limited sensitivity. 220 
The introduction of advanced techniques such as chromatographic separation and MS analysis 221 
with isotopic labelling has overcome limitations of 2-D gels. Isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) 222 
technology (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) and isobaric tagging for relative and absolute 223 
quantification (iTRAQ, Applied Biosystems) have been used for quantification of complex protein 224 
mixtures. The iTRAQ technique is more widely used than ICAT as it can detect proteins without 225 
cysteine residues. More than 130 proteins from MFGM have been identified and quantified using 226 
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iTRAQ technology (Reinhardt & Lippolis, 2008). Danielsen et al. (2010) used iTRAQ to quantify the 227 
changes in the milk proteome of individual cows in response to lipopolysacharide. An alternative 228 
technique, chemical labelling via dimethylation of peptides has recently been applied in milk studies. 229 
Zhang et al. (2015a,b,c) incorporated isotopic dimethyl labels into digested milk samples to obtain 230 
quantitative differences in the milk proteome of the first 9 days after calving, over lactation or during 231 
mastitis. In an analogous fashion, iTRAQ and dimethyl labelling rely on labelling primary amines (N-232 
terminal amine or Lys side-chain); thus they have limitations for proteins containing PTMs such as 233 
lactosylation. An alternative strategy using 2-D gels coupled with LC tandem mass spectrometry have 234 
been used for monitoring host defence related response in bovine milk at mastitis (Smolenski, 235 
Broadhurst, Stelwagen, Haigh, & Wheeler, 2014), where the quantitative response was validated by 236 
Western blotting. 237 
In addition to labelling techniques, the MS-based technique of multiple reaction monitoring 238 
(MRM), also known as selective reaction monitoring (SRM), has been implemented for protein and 239 
peptide analysis. In the MRM process, a triple quadrupole instrument (QQQ) is set up to maximally 240 
detect target compounds. As long as the mass and structure of a peptide is known, it is possible to 241 
predict the precursor m/z and a fragment m/z of the analyte of interest (Cox et al., 2005). The MS 242 
analysis time is focused only on analytes of specific masses and parent ions; product ions are 243 
specifically monitored at the same time. MRM allows unambiguous identification; the targeted peptide 244 
is filtered through Q1, enters Q2 for fragmentation and one or more fragmented ions are then selected 245 
and detected in Q3 (Fig. 3). The resultant signal is proportional to the amount of analyte (Kitteringham, 246 
Jenkins, Lane, Elliott, & Park, 2009). These measurements may be multiplexed allowing up to 1000 247 
peptides to be analysed in a single run (Lange, Picotti, Domon, & Aebersold, 2008). Therefore, MRM 248 
is one of the most sensitive and specific methods for quantification of a known analyte (Anderson & 249 
Hunter, 2006).   250 
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MRM methods can produce absolute or relative quantification data depending on whether or 251 
not stable-isotope-labelled synthetic peptides are used. This MS-based technique has been extensively 252 
applied in milk proteins. Up to seven of the major MFGM proteins have been absolutely quantified by 253 
MRM (Affolter, Grass, Vanrobaeys, Casado, & Kussmann, 2010; Fong & Norris, 2009; Sénéchal & 254 
Kussmann, 2011).  Lutter, Parisod, and Weymuth (2011) developed an MRM assay to detect and 255 
quantify trace amounts of the four major milk proteins (e.g., αS2-CN, β-CN, κ-CN and β-Lg) in 256 
different food products. Due to its high selectivity, MRM can be considered as a tool to quantify PTMs 257 
in milk proteins. Le, Deeth, Bhandari, Alewood, and Holland (2013) first introduced a scheduled MRM 258 
(sMRM) in relatively quantifying lactosylated peptides from whey proteins in powdered milk. This 259 
scheduled method allows the target peptide to elute in a given time window; thus, the increased dwell 260 
time results in an increase in signal-to-noise ratio. Meltretter, Wust, and Pischetsrieder (2013, 2014) 261 
also developed a sMRM method to semi-quantify site-specific PMTed β-Lg in heated milk and dairy 262 
products to detect marker candidates for milk processing. Because of the absence of synthetic peptides, 263 
the target peptide was normalised with a selected internal standard (non-modified during processing). 264 
They were able to detect and quantify 52 modifications with 19 different structures at 26 binding sites 265 
including N-terminal and lysine- or arginine-bound glycation or glycooxidation products, oxidation 266 
products of methionine, tryptophan, cysteine and the N-terminus, and finally, the hydrolysis product of 267 
asparagine. MRM has recently been used to quantify the amount of cross-linked proteins derived via 268 
Maillard reaction (e.g., glyoxal lysine dimer and pentosidine) as well as the glycooxidation product Nε-269 
carboxymethyllysine (CML) in a model system of glycated casein micelles and sodium caseinate 270 
(Moeckel, Duerasch, Weiz, Ruck, & Henle, 2016). It can be seen that MRM is an efficient MS method 271 
that could replace traditional assays such as enzyme linked immunosorption assays (ELISA) for 272 
quantification of proteins, particularly low-abundance PTM proteins.  273 
 274 
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2.4. Bioinformatics  275 
 276 
Protein identification is greatly dependent on bioinformatics (algorithms and protein-sequence 277 
databases) (Szabo & Janaky, 2015). A considerable amount of MS data obtained from “bottom-up” 278 
proteomics is often too large to integrate manually, so-called de novo sequencing. The de novo 279 
approach derives protein sequences from the spacing of the peaks performed manually or via computer 280 
programs (e.g., PepNovo, PEAKS); however, it requires high resolution and exceptional quality of 281 
MS/MS spectra (Ryu, 2014). The raw data are therefore processed automatically via sequence search 282 
engines such as SEQUEST, Mascot and Phenyx. These developed algorithms are based on the 283 
correlation between experimental and theoretical MS/MS data (the latter being generated from in silico 284 
digestion of protein databases like UniProt/Swiss-Prot). This results in a list of possible peptide 285 
matches associated with a certain score showing the quality of the match. Highest scores are chosen for 286 
peptide identification. The scoring systems can be greatly varied between search engines. Although the 287 
commercial products, SEQUEST and Mascot are the two most well-known algorithms, there are 288 
several others such as X!Tandem and OMSSA which have open access and agree on approximately 289 
80% of the identifications. Moreover, the advent of spectra search engines, SpectraST, X!Hunter, 290 
Bonanza, BiblioSpec, overcomes the disadvantages of sequence search engines that could not utilise 291 
the previous identified tandem mass spectra. By building up their own spectra library, the spectra 292 
search engines are more efficient, accurate and precise (Deutsch, Lam, & Aebersold, 2008). 293 
The emergence of high-throughput MS technologies has expanded the size of PTM sequence 294 
databases. They can be specific to one type of PTM (e.g., PhosphoBase, O-glycobase) or contain 295 
detailed information of various PTMs in a single platform as in Swiss-Prot, HPRD, dbPTM, RESID, 296 
and PHOSIDA-PTM sequence databases curated experimentally from literature. Swiss-Prot (UniProt) 297 
has one of the most varied PTM database types. It is non-redundant and gives users all gathered 298 
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information in one place to provide complete biological information on the entries present (Kamath, 299 
Vasavada, & Srivastava, 2011).  300 
Typically, MS/MS spectra of bovine milk proteins are searched using the SEQUEST or Mascot 301 
search engine (either online or in-house server) against the Swiss-Prot Bos taurus (bovine) database. 302 
Search parameters are often as follows: trypsin as a proteolytic enzyme, carbamidomethylation as a 303 
fixed modification, methionine oxidation, phosphorylation or glycosylation as variable modifications, 304 
etc. MS and MS/MS mass tolerances are of 0.1% and 0.5 Da, respectively. The spectra can also be 305 
validated manually if Mascot scores are below significance threshold. Certain peptide modifications 306 
can be manually assigned by visual spectra inspection (Arena et al., 2010). 307 
Overall, most of developed tools or resources are focused on phosphorylation and 308 
glycosylation; a few databases have been created for other PTM types; for example, UbiProt and 309 
DSDBASE provide comprehensive information on ubiquitination sites and disulphide bonds of 310 
proteins, respectively. The database Phospho.EML contains 42,575 serine, threonine and tyrosine 311 
phosphorylation sites as well as 310 kinases. This database is not only for phosphosite sequences or 312 
related kinases, but also phosphorylation conservation, 3-D structure, binding motif, etc. Some of the 313 
specific PTM databases (e.g., PHOSIDA, Phospho.EML) are also linked with PTM predictors. Due to 314 
the complexity of PTMs, the databases are required to be updated so that accurate information is 315 
provided; thus, Swiss-Prot, HPRD, Phospho.EML are considered to be the databases of choice for 316 
PTMs (Kamath et al., 2011).   317 
 318 
2.5. Discovery of post-translational modified milk proteins  319 
 320 
PTM is the second pathway after genetic polymorphism by which the milk proteome is 321 
expanded. The biological reasons behind the diversity of milk proteins are not clear yet; however, 322 
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PTMs are critical to the functions of milk proteins (e.g., calcium binding and micelle stability, charge, 323 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, solubility, susceptibility to proteases) (Holland, 2009). PTMs of milk 324 
proteins can be naturally formed after mRNA translation in the cell, or non-biologically in the milk or 325 
dairy matrix during processing or storage of dairy products (Gagnaire et al., 2009). The biologically 326 
occurring PTMs include the formation of disulphide bonds in the lumen of the rough endoplasmatic 327 
reticulum (ER) (Patil et al., 2015), or phosphorylation and glycosylation in the rough ER and for the 328 
glycosylation, finalised in the Golgi. Process-induced PTMs are mainly caused by oxidation, glycation 329 
(also known in milk as lactosylation, and not to be confused with glycosylation, the enzyme-mediated 330 
PTM), deamidation and glycoxidation of amino acid side chains, but other mechanisms such as 331 
condensation, elimination or nitration may also occur (Meltretter et al., 2013). In fact, milk and dairy 332 
products are easily post-translationally modified due to their composition and the thermal treatments 333 
used to extend their shelf-life.  334 
A better understanding of PTMs of milk proteins regarding structure, quantities and binding 335 
sites give valuable information not only on the nutritional and technological properties of milk protein, 336 
but also possible toxicological effects caused by heat treatment (Meltretter et al., 2013). These analyses 337 
are difficult to achieve by classical chemical methods (Léonil, Gagnaire, Mollé, Pezennec, & 338 
Bouhallab, 2000). Proteomics has been extensively used to examine phosphorylation sites on bovine 339 
αS- and β-CNs, and the caseins are considered as model phosphoproteins in the development of 340 
proteomics (Cox et al., 2005; Kapkova, Lattova, & Perreault, 2006; Sweet, Creese, & Cooper, 2006; 341 
Wu, Tseng, & Liao, 2007; Zhou et al., 2006). 342 
 343 
2.5.1.  Phosphorylation  344 
Phosphorylation, a natural PTM, is the reversible covalent bonding of phosphate groups to 345 
amino acids, chiefly serine (Ser) (90%), threonine (Thr) (10%) and tyrosine (Tyr) (0.05%) (Kjeldsen, 346 
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Haselmann, Budnik, Sorensen, & Zubarev, 2003). It is an evolutionarily and metabolically cheap way 347 
of changing the surface and properties of a protein. In milk, phosphorylation of the CNs is essential for 348 
the binding of both organic and inorganic calcium and delivering large amounts of this mineral to the 349 
off-spring in the form of CN micelles; therefore phosphorylation of the CNs is essential for CN micelle 350 
integrity. Casein kinase, which is present in lactating bovine mammary gland and associated with the 351 
Golgi apparatus, relocates the phosphoryl termini of ATP to particular serines in dephosphorylated 352 
proteins (Bingham, 1979). At present it is not known to what extent the indigenous alkaline 353 
phosphatase could cause dephosphorylation of the caseins, as well as to what extent this occurs in 354 
processed dairy products due to reactivation after heat inactivation of the enzyme (Lorenzen et al., 355 
2011). Some dephosphorylation has been reported to occur to a limited extent in, e.g., UHT milk 356 
(Nieuwenhuijse & Van Boekel, 2003). Phosphorylation pattern changes of native caseins are important 357 
because of the phosphate binding capacity to Ca and other metal ions, thereby also potentially 358 
influencing functional properties such as rennet induced coagulation properties (Frederiksen et al., 359 
2011; Jensen et al., 2012b). 360 
Phospho-variants are visibly observed by 2-DE making a “train” of spots with the same 361 
apparent molecular mass due to changes in the pI of the protein (Holland et al., 2004; Jensen, Poulsen, 362 
Møller, Stensballe, & Larsen, 2012c). An increase in amino acid residue mass of +80 Da representing 363 
the addition of HPO3 in the protein structure can be recognised as phosphorylation in parent ions from 364 
MS. Phosphorylation sites can also be identified from mass shifts in fragment ions generated by gas-365 
phase fragmentation (MS/MS) of phosphopeptides (Witze, Old, Resing, & Ahn, 2007).  366 
In bovine milk, αS1-, αS2-, β- and κ-CNs are acidic phosphoproteins. All caseins are 367 
phosphorylated to different levels at Ser, and occasionally Thr, residues. Table 2 shows various 368 
phosphorylation sites of major milk proteins analysed by different MS techniques. β-CN has a major 369 
phosphoform with five phosphate groups and a minor form with four. αS1-CN has eight phosphate 370 
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groups as the predominant form, and nine and seven as minor forms (Farrell et al., 2004; Léonil, Mollé, 371 
Gaucheron, Arpino, Guenot, & Maubois, 1995). It has been shown by CE analysis that the αS1-CN-8P 372 
form occurs in a 3-fold excess over αS1-CN-9P (Heck et al., 2008). αS2-CN exists as a mixture of four 373 
phosphoforms containing 10, 11, 12 and 13 phosphate groups, of which the αS2-CN with 11 phosphate 374 
groups is the most prevalent form (Farrell et al., 2004). Three phosphoforms (mono-, di- and 375 
triphosphorylated) of κ-caseins have been observed, mostly at Ser148, Thr166 and Ser170 (Holland, 2009). 376 
Although there are different forms of this bovine protein due to multilevel phosphorylation and 377 
glycosylation, the mono-phosphorylated, non-glycosylated κ-CN is the predominant form (>50%) 378 
(Farrell et al., 2004; Jensen, Holland, Poulsen & Larsen, 2012a).   379 
Interestingly, detailed proteomic analyses of milk from individual cows have shown that milk 380 
from a single cow exhibits different phosphorylation variants of each individual CN regarding number 381 
of modifications per molecule (Jensen et al., 2012a,b), and not just a single form per cow. Factors 382 
affecting this variation are not well known, but recent studies in the context of milk genomics have 383 
shed some new light on this issue. A low genetic correlation, but high heritabilities, were observed for 384 
αS1-CN-8P and αS1-CN-9P, suggesting different genetic background and regulation but a strong genetic 385 
influence (Bijl, van Valenberg, Huppertz, van Hooijdonk, & Bovenhuis, 2014b). In contrast, αS2-CN-386 
11P and 12P were relatively highly correlated in two breeds, Danish Jersey and Danish Holstein, which 387 
suggests more common genetic influence. It was pointed out that the 8 common phosphorylation sites 388 
of the αS1-CN-8P and -9P occur in the S-x-E/pS motif, and the extra phosphorylation site of the αS1-389 
CN-9P on Ser56 occurs in the S-x-D motif.  It was concluded that the extra phosphorylation site of αS1-390 
CN-9P is phosphorylated by a kinase different from the one phosphorylating the more common S-x-391 
E/pS motif resulting in the major αS1-CN-8P molecular pool (Bijl et al., 2014b).  392 
Proteomic analyses using LC-ESI-single quadrupole MS have further shown that the fraction of 393 
αS1-CN-9P and αS2-CN-12P relative to lower phosphorylation forms were higher in poor- and non-394 
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coagulating milk (Frederiksen et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2012b), indicating a clear influence of 395 
phosphorylation degree on functional properties. Furthermore, breed differences with Danish Jersey 396 
having higher relative contents of less phosphorylated forms of αS1-CN (αS1-CN-8P) and of αS2-CN 397 
(αS2-CN-11P) compared with Danish Holstein using the same method have been shown (Poulsen, 398 
Jensen, & Larsen, 2016). This work also revealed the effects of lactation stage on degree of 399 
phosphorylation of both αS1- and αS2-CN. Regarding cleavage by chymosin, a recent study showed that 400 
15% more hydrolysis of αS1-CN-8P into αS1-CN f1–23 and f24–199 occurred in milk, while no 401 
difference was observed in reconstituted sodium caseinate solutions (Bijl et al., 2014c). 402 
 403 
2.5.2.  Glycosylation 404 
Glycosylation, which is defined as the biological, enzyme-catalysed attachment of saccharides 405 
to proteins at certain amino acid residue side chains, commonly occurs in secreted as well as 406 
membrane-associated eukaryotic proteins (Calvete & Sanz, 2008). The glycosylations occur in the 407 
Golgi apparatus. The saccharides can be linked at C-, N- or O- positions of the amino acids 408 
corresponding to C-, N- and O-glycosylation. An example of C-glycosylation is the attachment of an α-409 
mannopyranosyl group to the indole side-chain of a tryptophan (Trp) residue causing modification of 410 
the first Trp in the consensus sequence (Trp–Xxx–Xxx–Trp). The modification of asparagine (Asn) 411 
residues in the sequence Asn–Xxx–Ser/Thr/Cys (where Xxx can be any amino acid except proline) 412 
originates from N-glycosylation. In contrast to C- and N-glycosylated species, O-glycosylation has no 413 
particular sequence motif. O-glycosylation occurs at serine (Ser) and threonine (Thr) residues in 414 
stretched sequences containing numerous hydroxyl amino acids (Calvete & Sanz, 2008; 415 
Medzihradszky, 2008). 416 
The number of sugars linked to κ-casein varies from none to six and include galactose (Gal), N-417 
acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) and N-acetylneuraminic (sialic) acid (NeuNAc). Bovine κ-casein is the 418 
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only member of the casein group that has carbohydrates attached to it naturally, and the glycosylations 419 
are solely of the O-form. A 2-DE study reported that approximately 35% of the pool of κ-CN 420 
molecules are glycosylated, a percentage found for both Danish Jersey and Danish Holstein (Jensen et 421 
al., 2012a). However, a LC-based study showed 60% being glycosylated (Vreeman, Visser, Slangen, & 422 
Riel, 1986), while a variation in glycosylation degree of 22–76% was found for Simmental cows in a 423 
recent study (Bonfatti, Chiarot & Carnier, 2014); these data indicate large environmental and/or genetic 424 
variations in the efficiencies of κ-CN glycosylation. In addition, Saito and Itoh (1992) using HPLC 425 
reported the proportion of κ-CN with attached glycans as 56.0% tetrasaccharide, 36.9% trisaccharide 426 
(18.4% linear, 18.5% branched), 6.3% disaccharide and 0.8% monosaccharide. Holland et al. (2004, 427 
2006) resolved 10 different glycoforms of κ-casein based on electrophoretic separation and sugar unit 428 
fragmentation, which allowed the assignment of sugar sequences. They reported that monosaccharides 429 
were attached to Thr152, disaccharides to Thr152 and Thr163 and trisaccharides to Thr152, Thr154 and 430 
Thr163. Though a detailed study was carried out, it was not exhaustive. Glycosylations at potential sites 431 
have been demonstrated, but not equally preferred (Table 2). Briefly, O-glycosylation is readily seen in 432 
κ-casein, but it is difficult to analyse the sugar moieties involved due to lack of a specific O-linked 433 
glycosidase for releasing saccharides from such proteins for analysis. In contrast to O-linked glycans, 434 
the availability of N-glycosidase F (PNGase F) allows the removal N-linked glycans that dominate in 435 
MFGM proteins. These isolated glycans can then be identified and characterised by tandem MS and 436 
nESI source (Picariello, Ferranti, Mamone, Roepstorff, & Addeo, 2008).  437 
The effect of glycosylation on processing properties, such as coagulation of milk by rennet 438 
and/or acid is not easy to ascertain, as results are often confounded by other factors such as genetic 439 
variation and the varying levels in the used milk. Jensen et al. (2012b), using LC-ESI-MS, found a 440 
higher fraction of glycosylated κ-CN relative to total κ-CN in milk with good rennet coagulation 441 
properties, compared with poor or non-coagulating milk; a distribution that was recently confirmed 442 
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between good and poor coagulating milk in a larger study (Poulsen et al., 2016). It was shown that the 443 
fraction of glycosylated κ-CN relative to total κ-CN varied between breeds, with higher proportions in 444 
milk from Danish Holstein compared with milk from Danish Jersey. Another factor influencing the 445 
degree of κ-CN glycosylation was stage of lactation.  446 
The presence of attached glycans on κ-CN has been suggested to hinder access of chymosin to 447 
the cleavage site of κ-CN during the first phase of milk coagulation, as indicated by earlier studies 448 
(Brulé, Lenoir, & Reneuf, 2000; Saito & Itoh, 1992; van Hooydonk, Olieman, & Hagedorn, 1984). 449 
This was confirmed in a study using LC-ESI-QTOF-MS, where the release of caseinomacropeptide 450 
(CMP) was followed; the glycosylated CMP isoforms have lower release rates into the supernatant than 451 
the non-glycosylated forms (Jensen et al., 2015). Recent LC-MS-based proteomic studies have shown 452 
that the κ-CN BB variant milk has a slightly higher glycosylation degree compared with κ-CN AB or 453 
AA (Bonfatti et al., 2014; Jensen et al., 2015; Poulsen et al., 2016) confirming earlier studies, and 454 
further showing a lower glycosylation degree for κ-CN EE and AE variants compared with κ-CN BB 455 
(Jensen et al., 2015). Recently, it was documented that variation in the degree of κ-CN glycosylation 456 
affects CN micelle size, with a strong negative correlation between content of glycosylated κ-CN and 457 
CN micelle size in milk from Montbéliarde cows (Bijl, de Vries, van Valenberg, Huppertz & van 458 
Hooijdonk, 2014a). 459 
Changes in glycosylation levels during processing and storage of UHT milk have been observed 460 
(Belloque, Villamiel, Lopez Fandino, & Olano, 2001; Olano, Calvo, & Corzo, 1989). They have been 461 
attributed to causes such as loss of κ-CN in complex formation with β-Lg in sedimentations, heat-462 
induced degradation of glycosidic residues, and action of heat-stable glycosidases. The inhibitory 463 
effects of glycosylation on the activity of some heat-resistant proteases (e.g., plasmin), which can 464 
contribute to age gelation of UHT milk (Rauh et al., 2014), may be significant. Generally, the number 465 
of attached glycans contribute to differences in functional properties of proteins such as net charge, 466 
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solubility, conformation and inhibition of proteolytic activities. Modern proteomic techniques are 467 
useful tools for unravelling the specific effects of the various glycoforms of κ-CN in raw, heat-treated 468 
and/or aged milk. 469 
 470 
2.5.3. Lactosylation 471 
Non-enzymatic lactosylation of proteins occurs during thermal treatment of milk and is the first 472 
stage of the Maillard reaction (MR). The attachment of a reducing sugar (e.g., lactose in milk) to the ε-473 
NH2 of lysine is favoured by increased temperature and leads to the formation of lactosyl-lysine that 474 
undergoes an Amadori rearrangement to ε-N-deoxylactulosyl-L-lysine (commonly known as lactulosyl-475 
lysine), the first stable MR product. The MR is accelerated by many factors such as temperature, 476 
humidity, pH, and nature of the reactants; temperature and water activity are considered to have the 477 
main effects on the rate of the MR during food processing and storage (Erbersdobler & Somoza, 2007).  478 
Siciliano, Mazzeo, Arena, Renzone, and Scaloni (2013) and Siciliano, Rega, Amoresano, and Pucci 479 
(2000) reported that the extent of lactosylation accounts for 30% and 70% of the protein in UHT and 480 
powdered milk respectively. In a recent study, UHT milk stored up to 6 months at 20 °C showed that 481 
the extent and the rate of lactosylation correlated with the number of Lys residues in the different 482 
proteins, and a linear correlation with furosine was observed (Rauh et al., 2015); furosine is formed 483 
from lactulosyl-lysine by acidic digestion during analysis. Theoretically, lactose can attach to any site 484 
of lysine in milk proteins and affect their functional and nutritional properties. 485 
In model systems, the MR impacts the three-dimensional structures of α-La and β-Lg leading to 486 
changes in their functional properties (Siciliano et al., 2013). An example is that thermal transition 487 
temperatures, which reflect heat-induced denaturation of α-La and β-Lg, increase in the presence of 488 
sugars (Boye & Alli, 2000). The process of lactosylation in dried milks such as skim milk powder can 489 
be promoted by increasing the temperature and moisture content, causing structural modification of 490 
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proteins (Guyomarc’h, Warin, Muir, & Leaver, 2000). Le, Bhandari, Holland, and Deeth (2011) and Le 491 
et al., (2012) showed increases in storage temperature and humidity accelerated lactosylation in milk 492 
proteins, possibly contributing to solubility loss in some milk powders. Liu and Zhong (2013) showed 493 
that glycation could affect aggregation or heat-induced gels of whey protein isolate. Moreover, the 494 
attachment of sugar to lysine inhibits gastrointestinal protease from cleaving milk proteins (Dalsgaard, 495 
Nielsen & Larsen, 2007). Arena, Renzone, Novi, & Scaloni (2011) confirmed the resistance to 496 
proteolysis of heat-treated milk samples (pasteurised, UHT and powdered milk). Digests of these 497 
samples showed high-molecular-weight polypeptide bands on tricine- and 1-D SDS PAGE gels. The 498 
results correlated with lactosylation by the MR. MR-derived cross-linking is discussed in section 2.2.6 499 
of this review.  500 
Lactosylation may reduce the release of biologically active peptides such as α-La- or β-Lg-501 
derived antimicrobial peptides, ACE inhibitor β-lactorphin and opioid peptides (Siciliano et al., 2013). 502 
Moreover, glycation may affect allergenicity of β-Lg as its epitopes are modified, thereby reducing IgE 503 
reactivity. However, advanced glycation is resistant to proteolysis resulting in increased IgE of the 504 
hydrolysate (Rahaman, Vasilijevic, & Ramachandran, 2016). A study on baked milk (extensively 505 
heated milk protein in wheat matrix) has recently shown a tolerant effect of children with Ig-E 506 
mediated cows’ milk allergy (Miceli Sopo et al., 2016). Overall, many studies have shown the effects 507 
of MR and its adducts on digestibility of milk proteins, although most were investigated in model 508 
experiments and few were tested in animal or clinical trials.  509 
MS-based methods have been widely used to identify and characterise lactosylated milk 510 
proteins in both model and milk-based systems. Addition of one lactose to a protein gives an increment 511 
of 324 Da. In addition, Gadgil, Bondarenko, Treuheit, and Ren (2007) indicated a neutral loss of 162 512 
(one hexose residue) as a unique fragmentation of glycated peptides. The neutral loss of 162 Da 513 
followed by the loss of 3 water molecules (total loss 216 Da) that accounted for the formation of a 514 
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furylium ion were specifically observed in the fragmentation of lactosylated peptides. Moreover, the 515 
elimination of CHOH from the furylium ion leads to the loss of 246 Da (Mollé, Morgan, Bouhallab, & 516 
Léonil, 1998). These mass losses are used to characterise lactosylated proteins and their modification 517 
sites. Table 2 shows the reported lactosylation sites of milk proteins in dairy products analysed by MS. 518 
A very detailed MS analysis of lactosylation in milk products was provided by Siciliano et al. (2013).  519 
As investigated by Fogliano et al. (1998) on β-lactoglobulin heated with various reducing 520 
sugars in solution, Lys100 is the most reactive residue in lactosylation, followed by Lys47. However, in 521 
the dry state, lactose first binds to Lys47 and Lys91 on β-Lg, then all potentially reactive amino groups 522 
of the protein except Lys101 (Léonil et al., 1997; Morgan et al., 1998). Meltretter et al. (2014) reported 523 
that Lys60, Lys75/77/83 and Lys135 were more preferably attached to lactose in milk samples with 524 
moderate heating, while Lys47 and Lys60 could be detected in severely heat-treated samples (e.g., 525 
evaporated milk). It could be seen that the binding sites of lactose on Lys vary between milk samples 526 
with different thermal histories. Thus, the degree of protein modification can be assessed by 527 
quantification of the first stage MR products (Le et al., 2013; Losito, Carbonara, Monaci, & Palmisano, 528 
2007; Meltretter, Birlouez-Aragon, Becker, & Pischetsrieder, 2009). Site-specific modifications can be 529 
used as thermal markers in product quality and control (Meltretter et al., 2013, 2014). 530 
 531 
2.5.4. Deamidation 532 
Non-enzymatic deamidation of the amino acids glutamine (Gln) and asparagine (Asn) occurs 533 
during heating and storage of milk and milk products (Walstra & Jenness, 1984), and has been the 534 
subject of only a limited number of bovine milk proteomics papers. Amide groups are converted to 535 
carboxyl groups causing an increased negative charge on the protein, thus reducing its pI. The rate of 536 
deamidation depends on pH, neighbouring amino acid residues and the higher order structure of the 537 
unfolded protein. The most common sites for deamidation within protein sequences in order of 538 
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abundance are Asn-Gly > Asn-Ser > Asn-Ala occurring on the asparagine. This could be explained by 539 
the β-aspartyl shift mechanism in which the peptide bond with the amino acid residue (Gly, Ser or Ala) 540 
behaves as a nucleophile attacking the Asn side chain group to form a succinimide ring. This 541 
intermediate is easily broken down to an aspartic acid (Asp) or isoAsp residue. The mechanism does 542 
not apply at pH < 4-5 where the acid-base hydrolytic theory applies, but it does at neutral and alkaline 543 
pH (Manning, Patel, & Borchardt, 1989; Wright & Urry, 1991).  544 
Bovine β-Lg has 5 Asn but only one (Asn119–Ser120 motif) or two likely deamidation sites 545 
(Asn63–Gly64 and Asn119–Ser120 motifs) in variants A and B respectively (Holland, Gupta, Deeth, & 546 
Alewood, 2012). Asn63 (Asn79 if the coding region is included) on β-Lg-VarB was deamidated in UHT 547 
milk during storage (Holland et al., 2012). According to Holland et al. (2012), the variant A has Asp in 548 
place of Gly, therefore the Asn63–Asp64 motif is unlikely to be a non-enzymatic deamidation site. In a 549 
recent study, however, deamidation occurred at position Asn63 in both variants A and B of β-Lg in 550 
acidic whey protein isolate drinks during storage, as assessed by 2-DE and MALDI-TOF-MS (Le et al., 551 
2016). This means the Asn63–Asp64 motif could be a potential deamidation site in acidic conditions 552 
where direct hydrolysis of the side chain amide generates aspartate. Furthermore, the requirement for a 553 
small polar neighbouring amino acid for deamidation to occur does not apply. Although the two studies 554 
did not reveal any other sites of Asn to be deamidated, 2-DE showed there could be more. The effects 555 
of heat-treatment and storage on deamidation in bovine milk and dairy products, especially in products 556 
with a wide pH range, has not been closely investigated. Whether specific deamidation sites could have 557 
an impact on structural and functional properties of milk proteins has also not been studied in detail. 558 
Deamidation modifies protein properties due to the change in electrostatic charge. As well as causing 559 
structural and conformational changes, deamidation can improve solubility and surface hydrophobicity 560 
(Riha III, Izzo, Zhang, & Ho, 1996), improve the functionalities of skim milk (e.g., solubility, viscosity 561 
and emulsifying capacity) as well as produce more coherent and thicker yoghurt gels (Miwa, 562 
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Yokoyama, Wakabayashi, & Nio, 2010; Miwa, Nio, & Sonomoto, 2014). Casein micelles were highly 563 
dissociated in deamidated samples due to an increase in the electrostatic repulsion of carboxyl groups. 564 
Deamidation also contributes to thermal-inactivation of enzymes (Ahern & Klibanov, 1985; Daniel, 565 
Dines, & Petach, 1996). In addition, isoAsp formed from Asn deamidation could lead to the loss of 566 
bioactivity of a protein and change its susceptibility to proteolysis (Girardet et al., 2004). Although 567 
enzymatic deamidation of food proteins has attracted research interest, the non-enzymatic pathway has 568 
not been well investigated in milk proteins, especially from bovine milk. 569 
 570 
2.5.5. Proteolysis  571 
Proteolysis is the breakdown of proteins into smaller peptides or amino acids either by 572 
enzymatic (e.g., proteases) or non-enzymatic (e.g., heat or mineral acids) processes. Bovine milk 573 
contains many enzymes, including both indigenous proteolytic enzymes and enzymes produced by 574 
contaminating microorganisms. A range of proteolytic enzymes in bovine milk have been identified, 575 
either by their activities, immunologically or by direct molecular identification (Dallas, Murray & Gan, 576 
2015; Hurley, Larsen, Kelly & McSweeney, 2000; Kelly, O’Flaherty & Fox, 2006; Larsen & Petersen, 577 
1995; Li, Richoux, Boutinaud, Martin & Gagnaire, 2014). They include the plasmin system, cathepsins 578 
(especially cathepsins B and D), neutrophil elastase as well as several amino- and carboxypeptidases.  579 
The enzymes enter the milk from the blood, are secreted by the mammary epithelium, or released by 580 
somatic cells into the milk; some are present as proenzymes, needing activation prior to gaining 581 
activity. These enzymes have, especially in situations with elevated somatic cell count, an impact on 582 
the integrity of the milk proteome. Depending on many factors (e.g., enzyme level, substrate 583 
accessibility, pH, activators/inhibitors, ionic strength, processing and storage conditions), they affect, 584 
to varying degrees, the nature of the milk proteins, especially the caseins. 585 
Although 2-D PAGE has been used to study the effects of proteolysis of milk proteins, such as 586 
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proteolytic products of β-casein and κ-casein (O'Donnell et al., 2004), the analysis has been qualitative. 587 
For example, β-casein fragments from proteolysis ranging from 9 kDa to just a few amino acid residues 588 
short of the mass of β-casein have been detected and identified on 2-D gels (Galvani, Hamdan, & 589 
Righetti, 2000, 2001; Murakami, Lagarde, & Yuki, 1998; Yamada, Murakami, Wallingford, & Yuki, 590 
2002), and the C-terminal truncated forms of β-lactoglobulin in whey from cows’ milk have been 591 
determined by 2-D and MALDI-TOF MS (Zappacosta, Di Luccia, Ledda, & Addeo, 1998). Modern 592 
techniques such as mass spectrometry are required to characterise the proteolytic products (Manso et 593 
al., 2005), and a comprehensive overview of the peptidomic methods and results of these analyses 594 
would require a separate review; a notable example is the comparison of identified peptides in healthy, 595 
subclinically or clinically mastitic milk (Guerrero et al., 2015a). 596 
Recently, heat-induced hydrolysis of either whey- or casein-based products have been studied 597 
by proteomic methods. McGrath, Kinsella, Huppertz, McSweeney, and Kelly (2016) reported the 598 
hydrolysis of sodium caseinate during heating for up to 120 min at pH 7 and 130 °C. Peptide bonds 599 
containing Pro, Ser, Asn and/or Asp were preferentially hydrolysed. αS1-CN was the most susceptible 600 
to the heat-induced hydrolysis and ĸ-CN was the most resistant. Indications of acid-induced hydrolysis 601 
of whey proteins, in combination with deamidation, have also been reported recently (Le et al., 2016). 602 
Here, the heat-induced deamidation leading to an increased amount of Asp and Glu residues produced 603 
from Asn and Gln, respectively, formed the basis of acid-induced hydrolysis of α-La, β-Lg and CMP. 604 
 605 
2.5.6. Protein cross-linking 606 
Protein cross-linking is a reaction between amino acids in a polypeptide chain or different 607 
polypeptide chains to form covalent cross-links (Feeney & Whitaker, 1988). Under severe food 608 
processing conditions such as high temperature, alkaline pH, presence of oxygen, and uncontrolled 609 
enzyme activity, protein cross-linking can occur so the biological and nutritional properties of the 610 
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proteins are altered (Cuq & Cheftel, 1985; Finot, 1983; Hurrell, Carpenter, Sinclair, Otterburn, & 611 
Asquith, 1976; Van Beek, Feron, & De Groot, 1974). Here, the two common cross-linking types which 612 
occur in heated milk proteins will be discussed.   613 
Cross-links derived from dehydroalanine. Dehydroalanine (DHA) is formed from the base-614 
catalysed β-elimination of one of the sulphur atoms of cystine or of phosphate in phosphoserine. 615 
Because of the double bonds in DHA, other amino acids like lysine, histidine and cysteine can react 616 
with DHA through their nucleophilic side chains (Finley & Friedman, 1977). Dehydroalanine-derived 617 
cross-links have been detected in protein-enriched foods, especially milk products, due to the high heat 618 
and/or alkali treatment used for microbial safety, toxicity removal or protein solubility (Friedman, 619 
1999a,b; Savoie, Parent, & Galibois, 1991; Shih, 1992). Isopeptides obtained by acid hydrolysis of 620 
cross-linked proteins, such as lysinoalanine (LAL) and histidinoalanine (HAL), have been used as 621 
markers for thermal processing. The most common way of evaluating a modified protein is to 622 
determine its amino acid composition after acid digestion (Friedman, 1999a); isopeptides such LAL 623 
and HAL are stable under these conditions.  624 
Various techniques such as ion-exchange chromatography with colorimetric and fluorescence 625 
detection have been applied to analyse the isopeptides (Friedman & Cuq, 1988; Fritsch & 626 
Klostermeyer, 1981; Henle, Walter, & Klostermeyer, 1993; Wilkinson & Hewavitharana, 1997). GC 627 
analysis of n-butyl esters of N(O)-trifluoroacetyl derivatives (Buser & Erbersdobler, 1984; Hasegawa 628 
&Iwata, 1982; Hasegawa, Mukai, Gotoh, Honjo, & Matoba, 1987), GC-MS analysis of diasteriomeric 629 
N(O,S)-perfluoropropionyl isopropyl esters (Liardon, 1991), and 2-D thin layer chromatography 630 
(Fujimoto, 1984) have been used. HPLC based on derivatisation with 9-flouroenylmethylchloroformate 631 
(FMOC) or dansyl chloride (D'Agostina, Boschin, Rinaldi, & Arnoldi, 2003; Faist, Drusch, Kiesner, 632 
Elmadfa, & Erbersdobler, 2000), or selective ion monitoring by LC-ESI-MS on FMOC-LAL are the 633 
most recent methods used (Calabrese, Mamone, Caira, Ferranti, & Addeo, 2009).  634 
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Histidinoalanine (HAL) was first isolated and characterised in heated skim milk by 1H-NMR 635 
spectroscopy. HAL is present in a variety of processed liquid milk products such as heated skim milk, 636 
sterilised milk and evaporated milk (approximately 500–1800 µg g-1 protein) (Henle et al., 1993). The 637 
LAL content in milk-based products can be up to 2120 µg g-1 protein due to the abundant lysine 638 
content of milk protein; more importantly, the amount of LAL contained in powdered infant formula 639 
(150–920 µg g-1 protein) is less than in its liquid form (160–2120 µg g-1 protein) (Friedman, 1999a). 640 
This means that LAL formation occurs more readily in a liquid environment. LAL can be also formed 641 
during heating at elevated temperature and prolonged storage of UHT milk (Al-Saadi & Deeth, 2008). 642 
Indeed, stacks of spots containing αS1-CN have been observed on 2-DE of heat treated milk, in low-643 
pasteurised (Larsen et al., 2010a) and UHT milk (Holland, Gupta, Deeth, & Alewood, 2011), where the 644 
stacks were suggested to be the result of LAL and thereby the cross-links might be predominantly 645 
formed between individual αS1-CN molecules.  646 
Cross-links resulting from the MR: Covalent cross-linking via the MR is one of the main 647 
polymerisation processes that occur in food proteins. The exact reaction mechanisms and chemical 648 
structures of these cross-linked protein products are not well-understood. However, some reports 649 
indicate that cross-linked protein chains are generated during the advanced and final stage of the MR 650 
(Gerrard, Brown, & Fayle, 2003a,b; Hodge, 1953; Lederer & Klaiber, 1999). The protein cross-links 651 
have been attributed to sugar-derived dicarbonyl compounds such as 3-deoxyglucosone (3-DG), 652 
methylglyoxal (MGO), or glyoxal (GO) that are formed via deoxyosone, reverse aldol reaction, D-653 
glucose autoxidation or oxidative degradation of Amadori products (Ahmed, Brinkmann Frye, 654 
Degenhardt, Thorpe, & Baynes, 1997; Brownlee, 1992; Friedman, 1996; McLellan, Thornalley, Benn, 655 
& Sonksen 1994; Odani et al., 1998). Some investigations have shown that these carbonyl compounds 656 
react with lysine, arginine, and tryptophan residues of the protein to form pentosidine, glucosepane, 657 
GOLD (glyoxal lysine dimer), MOLD (methylglyoxal lysine dimer), DODIC or DOGDIC (a lysine-658 
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arginine dimer), MODIC (methylglyoxal lysine arginine dimer), and GODIC (glyoxal lysine arginine 659 
dimer) (Baynes, 1995; Biemel, Buhler, Reihl, & Lederer, 2001a; Chellan & Nagaraj, 1999; Frye, 660 
Degenhardt, Thorpe, & Baynes 1998; Meade, Miller, & Gerrard, 2003; Nagaraj, Shipanova, & Faust., 661 
1996; Sell & Monnier, 1989) (Fig. 2).  662 
A few Maillard cross-links have been detected and identified in milk. Pentosidine was the first 663 
protein-derived, cross-linked product formed via the MR to be reported (Dyer, Blackledge, Thorpe, & 664 
Baynes, 1991; Sell & Monnier, 1989), but the mechanism for its formation is still unclear (Biemel, 665 
Reihl, Conrad, & Lederer, 2001b; Chellan & Nagaraj, 2001). Its content has been measured at low 666 
levels ranging from undetectable to 2–5 µg g-1 milk protein (Henle, Schwarzenbolz, & Klostermeyer, 667 
1997). Pentosidine, along with LAL and lysylpyrryline, was quantified by HPLC in a heated β-CN 668 
model system in the presence and absence of glucose (Pellegrino, van Boekel, Gruppen, Resmini, & 669 
Pagani, 1999). Polymerisation of β-CN and formation of pentosidine and lysylpyrryline increased with 670 
the ratio of glucose to β-CN while LAL formation decreased with increased glucose to β-CN ratio. It 671 
was concluded that LAL was not involved in intermolecular interactions but formed via intramolecular 672 
cross-links. The very low level of pentosidine detected suggests it has only a minor role in the 673 
formation of β-CN aggregates, and that other unidentified MR reaction products may be responsible for 674 
the intermoloecular cross-linking. The mechanism of cross-linking is complex even in a model system; 675 
severe heat treatment accelerates MR which could block more Lys residues and lead to MR-derived 676 
cross-links or continue its Strecker degradation pathway. It can be speculated that more mechanistic 677 
information could be obtained in model studies at the peptide level where specific sites can be 678 
predicted for modifications. Together with pentosidine, GOLD has recently been quantified by LC-679 
ESI-MS/MS in heated casein model systems by Moeckel et al. (2016). The study presented a higher 680 
level of cross-linked proteins in glycated casein micelles than in non-micellar casein samples; this 681 
could be due to reactive amino acid side chains being closer together in the micelles.  682 
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 683 
3. Challenges  684 
 685 
In recent years, proteomics or high throughput MS has become the key technique to identify, 686 
characterise and quantify proteins and PTMs. However, there are still challenges when it comes to 687 
PTMs due to their own and/or current technological limitations. Most of PTM proteins/peptides are not 688 
efficiently ionised and present with sub-stoichiometric occupancy resulting in their low abundance. The 689 
general MS approaches cannot give a high discovery rate; PTMs are therefore required to be purified 690 
and enriched (Szabo & Janaky, 2011). Several methods have been applied for the enrichment of 691 
phosphorylated (e.g., anti-phosphoserine antibodies, immobilised metal affinity chromatography, and 692 
chemical modification and strong anion exchange chromatography) and glycosylated proteins (e.g., cell 693 
surface capture technology or affinity with lectins) (Sénéchal & Kussmann, 2011). Nevertheless, the 694 
non-specific binding capacity of certain amino acids such as Asp and Glu lowers the selectivity of 695 
some enrichment methods. In addition, the enrichment methods for other PTM types have not been 696 
well established and most of the developed methods are for one specific PTM type; the cross-talk 697 
between different PTMs in one sample can also be a drawback. It can be challenging to obtain a full-698 
scan MS identifying all PTMs in the same sample at one time regardless of its complexity (Huang, 699 
Wang, Ye, & Zou, 2014).  700 
Despite the high resolution power of 2-DE, it is still challenging. It often requires different pre-701 
fractionations to obtain good separation, especially of CN fractions due to the abundance of the major 702 
caseins, as well as similarities in both pI and molecular mass, which result in them stacking together in 703 
a limited part of the gel. Spot volume quantification using image analysis is a good tool, but is semi-704 
quantitative, and its applicability will depend on the staining method, e.g., Coomassie Brillant Blue, 705 
silver staining and using various fluorescent dyes (Jensen et al., 2012c). Also, qualitative and 706 
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quantitative analysis of proteins based on gel stain intensity cannot be assigned when several proteins 707 
are identified in one spot. The low resolution of some PTM proteins on gels together with the 708 
difficulties of gel-based methods in standardisation and automation can pose problems as well (Léonil 709 
et al., 2000; Sénéchal & Kussmann, 2011). 710 
MRM is a promising technique in protein quantification; however, the challenges are to 711 
determine trace peptides in the presence of high-abundance proteins, improve the resolution of triple 712 
quadrupole mass spectrometers and overcome the issue of in-source fragmentation (Kitteringham et al., 713 
2009), the high cost of synthetic peptides and the difficult synthesis of PTM peptides (Le et al., 2013). 714 
Moreover, trypsin as the most commonly used protease in proteomics is intentionally avoided in some 715 
cases; for example, it is difficult to select MRM transitions for caseinomacropeptides or lactosylated 716 
milk proteins due to the very limited number of Lys sites or Lys glycations blocking hydrolysis at those 717 
sites, respectively. Finding alternative proteases with as high specificity and efficiency as trypsin so an 718 
absolute quantification of protein can be carried out is not an easy task.   719 
In spite of the developed algorithms, either de novo sequencing or sequence/spectra search 720 
engines, having shown success in PTM work, there are major issues related to non-common PTM types 721 
(e.g., cross-linking).  Cross-linked peptides, particularly with linker cysteines, have domains resistant 722 
to proteolysis resulting in difficulties for spectra integrations regardless of the specificity of algorithms; 723 
this is due to high levels of chemical noise interfering with the fragmentation spectra of their multiple-724 
charged ions (Cristoni & Bernardi, 2004). Besides the listed PTMs, oxidation, glycoxidation (CML), 725 
dehydration, and lysine aldehyde formation are likely to occur in proteins of processed milk products 726 
such as milk powder (Gallardo, Ortea, & Carrera, 2013); a custom-made database search for milk 727 
proteins should cover all of these modifications, as well as genetic variants. There has been great 728 
progress in the development of databases and search tools for PTMs and proteins in general; however, 729 
the latest software sometimes can be difficult for researchers to use without the assistance of 730 
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programmers. This challenge should be directed towards commercial suppliers to improve existing 731 
tools and make them more user-friendly (Deutsch et al., 2008). 732 
 733 
4. Future directions 734 
 735 
A great number of applications of the proteomic technique to PTMs in milk proteins have been 736 
reviewed. While these techniques have characterised well-known PTMs like phosphorylation, 737 
glycosylation, proteolysis and lactosylation, protein cross-linking pathways as well as deamidation 738 
have not been closely studied. More developed databases for other type PTMs are required not only for 739 
bovine milk proteins and their genetic variants, but also for other milk types. In addition, more and 740 
more specific databases and prediction tools have been developed for various PTM types, which means 741 
larger datasets have been generated. This needs continuous updating as well as inclusion of easy-to-742 
find information for researchers to select the most suitable tools. Moreover, top-down proteomics with 743 
novel MS instruments (e.g., FTICR) have been used to study the patterns of PTM proteins as a whole 744 
(not via digestion), but these have limitations on large proteins, low-purified protein samples and data 745 
search tools. Better understanding of PTMs occurring in milk during processing and storage will help 746 
to modulate the effects of heat treatment on nutritional and technological properties. In-depth 747 
knowledge of modified proteins particularly their modification sites will shed light on how each site 748 
can have a beneficial impact on a specific milk property. Ultimately, this knowledge needs to be 749 
readily transferred into an industrial setting.  750 
 751 
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Figure legends 
 
Fig. 1. General procedure of MS-based proteomics in milk proteins. 
 
Fig. 2. Proposed heterocyclic protein cross-link structures (R= protein chain) (Meade et al., 
2003).   
 
Fig. 3. General scheme of a triple quadrupole instrument. The first quadrupole (Q1) acts as a 
filter where only ions of a specific m/z are allowed to pass through the second quadrupole. In 
the third quadrupole (Q3) one of the fragments (obtained from Q2) with specific m/z passes 
to the detector.  
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Table 1 
Protein content of milk. a 
Protein Concentration 
(g L-1) 
αS1-CN 10 
αS2-CN 2.6 
β-CN 9.3 
κ-CN 3.3 
ɣ-CN 0.8 
β-Lg 3.2 
α-La 1.2 
BSA 0.4 
Ig 0.8 
PP, 8F, 8S 0.5 
PP3 0.3 
Lactoferrin 0.1 
Transferrin 0.1 
MFGM 0.4 
Total 33 
 
a
 Adapted from Remblay, Laporte, Léonil, Dupont, andPaquin (2003). 
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Table 2 
An update on identified PTMs of major bovine milk proteins and examples of their reporting. 
Protein Modification sitea Mod/
Total 
∆m Method Reference Comments 
Phosphorylation      
  αS1-CN 
 
  αS2-CN 
  
 
  β-CN 
  κ-CN  
S56, S61, S63, S79, S81, S82, S83, 
S90, S130 
S23, S24, S25, S31, S46, S71, S72, 
S73, S76, T81, S144 T145, S146, 
S158 
S30, S32, S33, S34, S50, T56 
S148, T166, S160, S170 
N/A +80 2-DE and 
nLC-ESI-MS/MS 
-Chinese Holstein cows’ 
milk was separated on 2-
DE, in-gel tryptic digested 
and enriched by TiO2 
microcolumns.  
Li et al., 2012;  
Holland, 2009 
-Phospho-variants of bovine milk proteins were mostly 
characterised on commercial products from Sigma.  
-Although Li et al. (2012) showed much lower number of 
phosphorylated peptides (underlined amino acids), they directly 
detected a new phosphorylation site, T56 in β-CN of bovine milk.  
-T166 in κ-CN can be both phosphorylated and glycosylated.  
Glycosylation      
  κ-CN T142, T152, T154, T157 (varA 
only), T163, T166, T186 
N/A +162 
(Gal) 
+204 
(GalNAc) 
+292 
(NeuNAc) 
2-DE and MALDI-TOF-
MS, nESI-MS/MS 
-Cows’ milk was loaded 
onto 2-DE gels, spots 
excised, tryptic digests and 
analysed for glycosylation. 
Holland et al., 
2004, 2005, 
2006 
 
 
-6 different glycans were separated on 2-DE gels and 
characterised by MALDI-TOF-MS and nESI-MS/MS.  
-2-DE and MS could replace the traditional Edman sequencing 
method, which does not give a full picture of glycosylation 
patterns.   
 
Lactosylation      
  αS1-CN 
 
  αS2-CN  
 
 
 
  β-CN 
 
  κ-CN  
  α-La 
 
 β-Lg  
K3, K7, K34, K36, K83, K102, 
K103, K105, K124, K132, K193  
K24, K32, K41, K76, K80, K91, 
K113, K150, K152, K158, K165, 
K166, K173, K181, K188, K191, 
K197, K199 
K32, K48, K97, K99, K105, K107, 
K113, K169, K176 
K21, K24, K46, K63, K86, K111 
K5, K13, K16, K58, K62, K79, 
K93, K94, K98, K108, K114, K122 
K8, K14, K47, K60, K69, K70, 
K75, K77, K83, K91, K100, K101, 
K135, K138, K141 
11/14 
 
18/24 
 
 
 
9/11 
 
6/9 
12/12 
 
15/15 
+324 MALDI-TOF-MS 
nLC-ESI-LIT-MS/MS 
using both CID and ETD 
modes  
-Phenyl boronic acid 
trapping of digested 
proteins extracted from 
commercial milk samples 
(pasteurised, UHT and 
powdered)  
 
Arena et al., 
2010  
-ETD was the most efficient fragmentation mode for 
lactosylated peptides. 
-A larger number of modified lysines was found in powdered 
milk; and the attachment of lactose to lysine varied between 
different milk proteins.  
-A reduction in nutritional values due to blocked lysines requires 
quantitative estimation of the modification degree of each 
protein (Meltretter, 2013, 2014).  
Deamidation      
  αS1-CN 
  β-Lg  
N129 
N63 (N79 if including coding 
region) 
N/A 
 
+1 2-DE and MALDI-TOF-
MS 
-In-gel tryptic digests of 
Holland et al., 
2011; 
Le et al., 2016 
-Deamidated αS1-CN and β-Lg are shifted to more acidic spots 
due to additional charges.  
-Only deamidated  N63 was detected in both variants A and B of 
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deamidated proteins from 
UHT milk or WPI solution  
β-Lg. 
-Up to 3 additional gel spots observed suggest extra deamidation 
sites out of 5 Asn residues or that other chemical changes occur.   
Proteolysis      
  αS1-CN 
  αS2-CN 
  β-CN 
  κ-CN 
  α-La 
  β-Lg 
Cleavage sites:  
-C-terminal of L and R 
residues as protease plasmin 
effects 
-P, S, N, D as heat-induced 
proteolysis.  
-N, D, E as weak acid 
hydrolysis 
-Endopeptidase activity, 
mainly cathepsin B, D, 
neutrophil elastase 
Exopeptidase activity, 
cathepsin B, amino- and 
carboxypeptidases 
N/A N/A MALDI-TOF-MS 
LC-ESI-MS/MS 
LC MALDI spotting 
Ebner et al., 
2016; 
Larsen et al., 
2010b; 
Le et al., 2016; 
McGrath et al., 
2016; 
Wedholm et al., 
2008 
 
-McGrath et al. (2016) presented 11 abundant peptides released 
from N- and C-terminal regions of the caseins in caseinate 
heated at 130 °C, pH 7 for 120 min. κ-CN was more resistant to 
heat-induced proteolysis than the other caseins. 
-Out of 16 peptides released from αS1-CN, αS2-CN and β-CN of 
various milk products (HTST, ESL and UHT milk) in the study 
of Ebner et al. (2016), β-CN f196–209 could be used to monitor 
processing parameters in dairy production. 
-Le et al. (2016) gave a list of peptides generated from 
caseinomacropeptides in acidic WPI drinks during storage; the 
major cleavage sites were at N, D, and E, suggesting weak acid 
hydrolysis primarily induced the proteolysis. 
-Identification of peptides in high somatic cell count milk by LC 
separation and MALDI-TOF-MS.  
Dehydroalanine and MR-derived cross-links    
  Caseins Pentosidine (K-R) 
GOLD (K-K) 
N/A N/A LC-ESI-MS/MS Moeckel et al., 
2016 
-LAL, pentosidine and GOLD were measured by amino acid 
analysis and multiple reaction monitoring.  
-Cross-linking was found to be higher in casein micelles than in 
non-micellar proteins.  
-MR-induced integration of glucose leads to higher internal 
micellar order that could improve casein micelle stability, with 
potential application as a natural nanovehicle for 
pharmaceuticals.  
a
 The sites are reported as in the references; single letter codes for amino acids are used. 
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